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Executive Summary

Drawing on his experience as a STEM education leader for Chicago Public Schools and the U.S. Department of Education, Michael Lach explores how district and state education leaders might use data from an indicator system to improve K-12 STEM education performance overall and to reduce inequities in the opportunities available to different student subgroups and communities. Lach argues that new metrics, coupled with appropriate support, can improve education.

Indicators and measures have long served a critical role in the U.S. education system. For district and state education leaders, monitoring data describe current initiatives and support informed decision-making.

In Monitoring Progress Toward Successful K-12 STEM Education, the National Research Council (NRC) argues for new and enhanced indicators in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education (see table below). This set of STEM-specific indicators would expand education monitoring beyond the mathematics and English language arts performance concerns of No Child Left Behind to address issues associated with STEM education and its improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access to Quality STEM Learning</th>
<th>Policy and Funding Initiatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Number of and enrollment in different types of STEM schools and programs in each district</td>
<td>9. Inclusion of science in federal and state accountability systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Time allocated to teach science in grades K-5</td>
<td>10. Inclusion of science in major federal K-12 education initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Science-related learning opportunities in elementary schools</td>
<td>11. State and district staff dedicated to supporting science instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Adoption of instructional materials in grades K-12 that embody rigorous, research-based standards</td>
<td>12. States’ use of assessments that measure the core concepts and practices of science and mathematics disciplines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Classroom coverage of content and practices in rigorous, research-based standards</td>
<td>13. State and federal expenditures dedicated to improving the K-12 STEM teaching workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Teachers’ science and mathematics content knowledge for teaching</td>
<td>14. Federal funding for the research that disentangles the effects of school practice from student selection, recognizes the importance of contextual variables, and allows for longitudinal assessments of student outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Teachers’ participation in STEM-specific professional development activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of drawing on research to measure the quality of materials considered for adoption.

- **Leadership for Principals (Indicator 8).** School leaders have a significant impact on the learning that occurs in their schools. These leaders must have STEM-specific content knowledge if they are to help shape the school’s climate and allocation of resources to promote high-quality STEM learning. Data for this indicator would provide an impetus to provide professional development that helps principals become effective STEM education leaders.

- **Time Allocated to Teach Science (Indicator 2).** It has been a challenge for schools and school systems to make science a focus of improvement efforts when accountability systems address language arts and mathematics almost exclusively. Nationally, little time is devoted to science education in elementary school, despite the facts that it is a national priority and interest in science needs to be developed early. Achievement in science, as in other subject areas, is a function of instructional time. Indicator data would enable districts and schools to know how much time teachers are spending on science and to make informed decisions about whether to adjust the balance of instructional time across subject areas.

These indicators would be a means to improvement, not the ends in themselves. America’s challenges with STEM education are numerous, and they will not be solved overnight. However, the STEM education indicators point to a thoughtful path forward: robust indicators that focus on what matters, used by schools and districts that have the trust and mechanisms to learn from and iterate based on indicator data over time.

### Implications for Policy and Practice

A set of regularly measured indicators in STEM education could assist district and school leaders in making decisions about education policies, helping redirect efforts to practices that are well supported by the research literature. Common indicators could also facilitate cross-district sharing and learning partnerships.

**Districts should adopt STEM curricula that are aligned with rigorous, research-based learning standards.** Unfortunately, many curricula do not meet this criterion. Policymakers should invest in research and development of instructional materials that are well aligned with research-based learning standards.

**States and districts should support principals in obtaining professional development on STEM education leadership.** Content-specific professional development remains a low priority for many leadership development efforts, despite principals’ significant role in students’ learning. Policymakers should invest in professional development for principals on STEM education leadership.

**Schools and districts should devote adequate instructional time to science education.** Accurate measures of the time elementary school classrooms spend on science would enable research on what constitutes adequate time and would help school and district administrators make time allocation decisions.
Indicators and measures have long served a critical role in the U.S. education system. Tests have scores. Report cards have grades. Our public schools are public entities, so taxpayers expect to understand how our tax dollars are spent. For district and state education leaders, monitoring data that describe current initiatives and support informed decision-making is critical. To evaluate programs and efforts, indicators that describe outcomes and results are similarly essential.

In Monitoring Progress Toward Successful K–12 STEM Education, the National Research Council committee argued for a new and enhanced set of indicators (see Exhibit 1), measured regularly at different levels of the educational system, that will enable “Congress and relevant Federal agencies to create and implement a national-level monitoring and reporting system” (Committee on the Evaluation Framework for Successful K–12 STEM Education, 2013). The utility of such a set of indicators is at least as great for state and district leaders who are focused on improving science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education within their jurisdictions. A set of indicators not only has the potential to enhance the overall effectiveness of our collective STEM education efforts, but could also support efforts to reduce inequities between student subgroups and communities. As this paper argues, introducing new metrics and then organizing the monitoring system to deliver on them can result in significant improvements for students. But simply choosing new metrics is not likely to make a difference unless they are strategically selected with an eye toward the capacity of the education system to use such measures in ways that matter for overall improvement.

This discussion is based on a review of the research literature, on evaluation data from large-scale science and mathematics improvement efforts, and on the author’s experience as STEM education leader for the Chicago Public Schools and the U. S. Department of Education.
Using Indicator Data to Drive K–12 STEM Improvements in States and Districts

Exhibit 1: Indicators described in Monitoring Progress: Toward Successful K-12 STEM Education: A Nation Advancing?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access to Quality STEM Learning</th>
<th>Educators’ Capacity</th>
<th>Policy and Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Number of and enrollment in different types of STEM schools and programs in each district</td>
<td>6. Teachers’ science and mathematics content knowledge for teaching</td>
<td>9. Inclusion of science in federal and state accountability systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Time allocated to teach science in grades K-5</td>
<td>7. Teachers’ participation in STEM-specific professional development activities</td>
<td>10. Inclusion of science in major federal K-12 education initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Science-related learning opportunities in elementary schools</td>
<td>8. Instructional leaders’ participation in professional development on creating conditions that support STEM learning</td>
<td>11. State and district staff dedicated to supporting science instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Adoption of instructional materials in grades K-12 that embody rigorous, research-based standards</td>
<td></td>
<td>12. States’ use of assessments that measure the core concepts and practices of science and mathematics disciplines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Classroom coverage of content and practices in rigorous, research-based standards</td>
<td></td>
<td>13. State and federal expenditures dedicated to improving the K-12 STEM teaching workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14. Federal funding for research that disentangles the effects of school practice from student selection, recognizes the importance of contextual variables, and allows for longitudinal assessments of student outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Indicator statements 1, 4, 5, 10, and 14 have been edited slightly to enhance clarity when presented outside the context of the full Monitoring Progress report.
By providing clear goals, defining a common purpose, and offering a foundation of consistent facts, indicators can help inform and support improvement in education as they do in other fields. The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation (“No Child Left Behind Act of 2001,” 2001) required that states develop annual adequate yearly progress targets for schools and districts for all students and for key subgroups of students based on state test results, student test participation rates, and one other academic indicator (such as graduation rate). As a result, every state publishes district and school report cards “to provide a snapshot of how well that district and school is educating its students” (Mikulecky & Christie, 2014). While NCLB was replaced with the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) in December 2015, district and school report cards are likely to continue due to similar rules in ESSA. Especially in large urban school districts, many other indicators are in use to describe the core operational functions of those systems (for an example of management-focused indicators, see Casserly & Carlson, 2014).

A review of these reports at the state and district levels (Education Commission Of The States, 2013) shows a consensus about the metrics that are most important to report: student achievement, student growth or academic improvement, a measure of achievement gap closure, high school graduation rate, and postsecondary readiness (Mikulecky & Christie, 2014). Moreover, these efforts are not limited to the state or district. Over the past decade, efforts to improve “data-driven decision making” from the classroom level on up have taken root (Gill, Borden, & Hallgren, 2014), and the indicators used at the state and district levels generally address the priorities laid out by NCLB. From a STEM education perspective, they include the following considerations:

- **Mathematics.** Given that mathematics continues to be a priority in ESSA, all states use mathematics performance in their reporting arrangements.
- **Science.** ESSA requires that science be assessed in one grade at each level of schooling but does not require science scores to be used in calculating adequate yearly progress for purposes of accountability. Although there have been efforts to add science to statewide accountability provisions (Ayers, Owen, Partee, & Chang, 2012), few state or district indicator systems use science as a core indicator.
- **Additional STEM-specific metrics.** Some states have developed indicators that relate to particular STEM education issues or contexts. For example, and with some debate, Illinois plans to include the percentage of students passing Algebra I by the end of eighth grade in 2015 (Illinois State Board Of Education, 2015) as part of its school report cards.

It is generally accepted that what is measured is what matters for practitioners. Entire programs and strategies have been developed to help schools, districts, and states better identify important indicators and organize their efforts to achieve results on those priorities (for instance, Barber, Moffit, & Kihn, 2010). However, there are some cautions to consider as well.
Limitations of the Current System for Improvement

The current system of STEM education data collection and use has limitations, particularly if the goal is improvement at all levels. Many of the lessons to be learned are driven by the policies established in the context of NCLB, so by unpacking the impacts of that law we can begin to understand the sorts of adjustments that might be needed for a system of STEM indicators to have positive effects. Even though ESSA has replaced NCLB, much remains to be learned from the implementation of the 2001 law.

Choosing the Right Metrics Is Not Trivial

NCLB charged schools and systems to improve their overall test performance in English language arts and mathematics, operationalized as the percentage of students at each grade level and within defined demographic subgroups meeting a state-defined proficiency level as measured on a state test. There is evidence, however, that in many places the law’s accountability provisions led schools to focus on the “bubble kids”—those close to the state’s cutoff score for proficiency.

In a study of testing and accountability policy in Chicago between 1996 and 2002, Neal and Schanzenbach (Neal & Schanzenbach, 2007) demonstrate how district-driven accountability policies in 1996 and NCLB-driven policies in 2002 led to a focus on students in the middle of the achievement distribution, but the subsequent improvements did not address those students who were significantly below or above the proficiency cutoff score. They conclude that “the choice of the proficiency standard in such accountability systems determines the amount of time that teachers devote to students of different ability levels,” undermining the overall goals of the NCLB legislation (Neal & Schanzenbach, 2007, page 2).

The best metrics relate closely to an important aspect of system performance and are relatively impervious to gaming. Choosing the right metrics matters.

Educational Systems Are Complex

A parallel criticism of NCLB-era accountability builds on the complexities of schools and school systems. Schools and school systems consist of many different pieces that interlock and intersect in complicated ways (Cuban, 2013). Particularly in the case of high-need students, these interactions may result in irrational combinations of policies and practices (Payne, 2008). Further, although there is some evidence that efforts to shine a light on performance gaps can cause systems to change in response (Lauen & Gaddis, 2012), as the gaps get closer to the classroom and the student and focus more on instruction and less on access, identifying suitable strategies to close (not just identify) the gaps becomes more challenging. Setting targets (e.g., increase mathematics performance by 10% next year) is an initial step. But determining precisely how to reach those goals—what changes in curriculum, instruction, and leadership will result in that gain—is much more difficult. As Stigler and Hiebert (1997) commented, “a focus on standards and accountability that ignores the processes of teaching and learning in classrooms will not provide the direction that teachers need in their quest to improve” (Stigler & Hiebert, 1997). If teachers, principals, and system leaders do not understand the nuances of how the system works or how student learning can be promoted, the
improvements stemming from their change efforts are likely to be limited (also see R. Elmore, 2004).

For instance, in the mid-2000s, the Chicago Public Schools launched an initiative to better support students who were behind in mathematics by enrolling entering high school students who were below the 50th percentile in mathematics into an extended "double-dose" algebra course. The idea behind this essentially was that students who were behind in mathematics needed additional instructional time to catch up and that attempts to remediate them by slowing them down (programming them into pre-algebra courses, for instance) would not be effective. After evaluating this effort, researchers found that as the program designers intended, test scores did go up both for below-average students and for above-average students. Program planners were surprised to find, however, that above-average students had higher algebra failure rates after implementation of the new policy (Nomi & Allensworth, 2012). To understand the data, one had to understand that to implement the policy, many schools instituted student sorting, with above-average students going into a set of single-period algebra classes and below-average students going into a set of double-period classes. Thus, the outcomes reflected the results of an increase in the homogeneity of algebra classes as well as an increase in instructional time for lower achieving students. As Nomi and Allensworth (2014) described in a follow-up study,

This happened partly because teachers demanded more from students in classes with higher-achieving students, making it more difficult to pass. More critically, the double-dose algebra policy caused some high-skilled students to become the lowest-skilled students in their class—particularly if their math skills were just above the national average. Students with skills at the bottom of their class were much more likely to fail. This might be due to teachers’ grading practices, or reduced effort among students who feel frustrated from falling behind. (Nomi & Allensworth, 2014, page 6)

While long-term results for the double-dose strategy were positive (Cortes, Goodman, & Nomi, 2013), the implementation research revealed complexities within the system that surprised program planners and researchers alike.

Furthermore, identifying a goal is not the same as determining how to accomplish it. The idea of the "instructional core" (City, Elmore, Fiarman, & Teitel, 2009) has great traction in the school improvement literature. But connecting school or district interventions to the instructional core is challenging—for a typical school, a myriad of interventions could possibly be put in place to improve mathematics achievement. The nature of those interventions will determine the impact they have on student learning, and frequently well-meaning but uninformed efforts fail to show results because the ability to implement the selected intervention does not exist at the school (e.g., E. Allensworth, Correa, & Ponisciak, 2008). As Ladd (2007) commented in her review of educational accountability systems, we have “too much reliance on test-based accountability, and too little attention to promoting effective process and practice within schools” (Ladd, 2007).
Improvement Within Systems

Part of the process of systems improvement is increasing the capacity of the individuals and teams that make up the system (R. F. Elmore, 2002). Establishing data systems is a common intervention across many school system improvement strategies (Mourshed, Chijioke, & Barber, 2010). A new set of K-12 STEM education indicators has the potential to significantly increase the rate of improvement as part of such data systems by providing data related to practices within the control of districts and schools.

Several examples demonstrate how introducing new metrics and then organizing the system to deliver on them can result in significant improvements for students. Below are three examples of leadership decisions or policies that involved introducing new metrics and resulted in systemic changes that improved student outcomes. These examples share several important qualities that contributed to their success: The metrics were both easy to understand and (relatively) easy to measure, and leaders understood system complexities with sufficient depth to design strategies that could move the needle not only on the metric in question, but also on the underlying long-term goals for students’ success. Equally important, the education system had sufficient capacity (even if diffuse) to implement the new strategies.

Example 1: Freshman On-Track

Increasing the graduation rate in the Chicago Public Schools has historically been a vexing challenge—the 5-year cohort graduation rate of the Chicago Public Schools hovered under 53% for the eight-year span between 1999 and 2006 (Chicago Public Schools, 2015). An analysis by researchers at the University of Chicago showed that ninth-grade semester core course grades were a strong predictor of the likelihood of students graduating 3 or 4 years later, leading to the development of a new indicator called “freshman on-track” based on ninth-grade credit accumulation and the number of failing semester grades. Research demonstrated that the freshman on-track rating is highly predictive of eventual graduation (E. Allensworth & Easton, 2005).

Systems were established to provide additional supports to students, teachers, and schools around the ninth grade (E. M. Allensworth & Easton, 2007); these included monitoring reports, additional tutoring for students who showed a risk of becoming off track, and supports for counselors and school administrators to redesign school systems to better enable a focus on reducing off-track behavior (Network For College Success, 2015). Given the local attention, capacity was quickly developed to implement and make good on the information the freshman on-track metric provided.

Since 2007, the high school graduation rate has improved (Ahmed-Ullah & Byrne, 2014). Based on this work, efforts have been under way to explore similar on-track measures at the middle school level (E. M. Allensworth, Gwynne, Moore, & Torre, 2014) and in other jurisdictions (Burke, 2015; Kemple, Segeritz, & Stephenson, 2013).
Example 2: FAFSA Completion

Another example of system changes in response to a new indicator is the Chicago Public Schools’ rate of completion of the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) form. Completing FAFSA maximizes a student’s prospects for receiving federal, state, and institutional financial aid for college, something that is extremely important for low-income students who are likely to be the first members of their family to seek a postsecondary degree.

After research emerged that showed failure to complete FAFSA (and hence to receive needed aid) was a significant barrier to college going among the city’s low-income students (Roderick et al., 2008), Chicago Public Schools responded by measuring school FAFSA completion rates and providing a series of supports for students and schools to increase them. The district’s actions included a weekly monitoring system and incentives to schools for improved FAFSA completion rates. These efforts resulted in considerable improvements in this metric in subsequent years (Chicago Public Schools, 2011) and have led to national attention to the issue of improving this indicator for all schools (Aldeman, 2015).

Example 3: Eighth-Grade Algebra

In the mid-2000s, the Chicago Public Schools partnered with several local universities on the Algebra Initiative, with the goal that “every [Chicago] middle school...could offer algebra to qualified students in the eighth grade” (Jabon et al., 2010). The initial work was to develop a series of university-based courses that prospective algebra teachers could take to ensure they understood the mathematics content, and the district counted both the number of teachers who successfully completed the coursework and the number of schools with completing teachers. As in the previous examples, there was already considerable capacity within Chicago and the district to initiate such an effort and to expect it might succeed (Deiger et al., 2009).

As Jabon et al. (2010) described, the district soon found that better prepared teachers did not translate immediately into increases in middle school mathematics outcomes at scale. Better prepared teachers appeared to be a necessary but not sufficient condition for raising the rates of algebra completion in grade 8. District administrators subsequently added and revised several Algebra Initiative components, including an approval process for schools to complete before offering eighth-grade algebra, a qualifying exam for teachers, and a comprehensive eighth-grade algebra exam for students (Fendt, Harris, Lent, & Wenzel, 2008).

Over time, the district’s results on these metrics have increased dramatically, from a baseline close to zero in 2007. In 2014, 525 teachers had completed the university-based coursework and passed the teacher qualifying exam, 207 schools offered an approved middle grades algebra course, and 5,720 middle grade students took and 55% of them passed the citywide algebra exit exam, compared with 1,114 students taking and just 29% passing the exam in 2007 (Fulton, 2014). Moreover, students who performed well in eighth-grade algebra have been found to have a greater likelihood of higher grades and test scores in future mathematics work in Chicago (Schmidt, 2009).
Improvement Across Schools and Districts

Schools and districts must increase learning within their systems. But they face numerous challenges—challenges that often are in proportion to their resources and institutional capacity for improvement. The commonality of the problems districts face suggests that they would be amenable to joint solutions, so districts also can and should learn from one another. The “not invented here” syndrome is unfortunately all too common among schools, districts, and states, although given the inherent complexities with partnerships and the rapid turnover of district superintendents (Grissom & Andersen, 2012), this is not surprising. If not a prerequisite then certainly a strong support for cross-district learning is use of common metrics across contexts to compare and adapt strategies, interventions, and implementations. Several metrics and processes currently in existence do just this.

- The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) provides a common baseline for comparison of state-level progress; the Trial Urban District Assessment (http://www.nationsreportcard.gov/tuda.aspx), based on district-level NAEP data, provides a similar function for large urban districts.

- Several efforts are under way to ratchet up the learning and sharing between school districts and nearby charter management organizations, such as Schools That Can. A key component of these efforts is the articulation of common goals across organizations and the determination of common metrics.

- Although practitioners often cringe when external organizations assign “grades” to aspects of their work (e.g., Education Week’s regular Quality Counts feature), these efforts can certainly spur comparisons and reflection, if not collaboration.

- Several mathematics-specific efforts to foster learning between districts, such as the Suburban Cook County Mathematics Initiative in Illinois and the Math-In-Common online community for principals based in California, focus on common metrics as a lever to increase mathematics learning across systems.
The Case for STEM-Specific Indicators

The curriculum-narrowing effects of No Child Left Behind are well documented (Jennings & Rentner, 2006; Pederson, 2007) and much lamented. There have been some efforts to include science as part of state accountability frameworks (Judson, 2012), but they have been limited and certainly have not included much focus on the engineering or technology components of STEM education. A set of STEM-specific indicators, such as those envisioned by Monitoring Progress, would expand monitoring beyond the mathematics and English language arts concerns of NCLB to address the particular issues associated with STEM education improvement efforts.

Because science, technology, engineering, and mathematics are different content areas, they demand content-specific strategies for school and system improvement. A content-agnostic “standards implementation” strategy or an English language arts strategy repurposed for science most likely will not be successful. Below is a sampling of reasons why the STEM disciplines should be treated distinctly. Similar reasons support the separation of science from mathematics, engineering, and technology within STEM (C-STEMEC, 2013).

- **STEM disciplines are highly sequential.** A review of various learning progressions in science and mathematics (such as at http://ime.math.arizona.edu/progressions/ and National Research Council, 2007) clearly shows how the content in one grade builds on content presumably learned in previous years. Because the content to be learned at a particular point in time depends on the knowledge of prior content, remediation strategies for students behind in mathematics need to be adjusted (Daro, 2007; Stoelinga & Lynn, 2013). Although sequences appear to be more flexible in science than in mathematics, by the time students get to high school science, prior science learning as well as a set of mathematics skills are needed to succeed. For multischool districts with significant within-district student mobility, the issue of when particular content is taught becomes particularly pressing.

- **Schools organize around science and mathematics differently than they do around literacy.** In general, schools have much tighter knowledge networks and more frequent adult interactions associated with English language arts instruction than with mathematics or science instruction (Spillane, 2015). Schools perceive the source of support differently for English language arts and mathematics, with support for mathematics improvement more likely than that for literacy improvement to originate outside the school (Spillane, 2005; Stein & Spillane, 2005). Given the sequential nature of STEM disciplines, the need for vertical alignment within a school becomes especially important, with all the associated organizational and school leadership issues entailed.

- **School leaders do not perceive improving STEM outcomes as all that important.** There has been a widespread push to improve STEM education outcomes for decades (for instance, Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st Century, 2006; The National Commission on Mathematics and Science Teaching for the 21st Century, 2000). Despite these efforts, surveys show that most principals and superintendents think that improving science and mathematics education is “not a serious problem in their local schools” (Johnson, Arumi, & Ott, 2006).
• **Instructional materials play a unique role in mathematics and science.** In mathematics and science more than in other academic subjects, instructional materials tend to determine the nature and sequence of the content delivered to students as well as the way that content is taught (Banilower et al., 2013). Efforts to enhance the quality of instructional materials have the potential to drive improvements (Ball & Cohen, 1996; Banilower, Boyd, Pasley, & Weiss, 2006; Briars, 2002; Sconiers, Isaacs, Higgins, McBride, & Kelso, 2003).

• **The general public—including many educators—does not understand the practice of science.** On issues like climate change, evolution, or vaccination, a large segment of the U.S. population has views outside the scientific mainstream, resulting in some cases in antagonism toward or a fear of science (Mooney & Kirshenbaum, 2010). This fear and antagonism extend to teachers (Beilock, Gunderson, Ramirez, & Levine, 2010) and can make science instruction very challenging (Beilock & Willingham, 2014).

Perhaps the most complex application of content-specific education quality metrics to systems and districts lies in discussions about autonomy. Evidence indicates that providing teachers with the autonomy to design their own science and mathematics lessons is less advantageous than the well-supported enactment of well-designed instructional materials (Banilower et al., 2006) Penuel, Gallagher, & Moorthy, 2011). Some data show that efforts to increase autonomy for principals, particularly on issues of budgeting and curriculum choice, have a positive impact on reading performance but no effect on mathematics (Steinberg, 2014), which may be because “while school leaders understood the expertise for leading change in literacy instruction to be home-grown, the expertise for leading change in mathematics was outside the schoolhouse” (Stein & Spillane, 2005). A similar circumstance no doubt exists for science, technology, and engineering. If knowledge for leadership in the STEM disciplines is distinct and is underdeveloped in most educators, policies that promote autonomy for decisions associated with STEM issues will likely be unsuccessful.
Making Use of STEM Indicators

A set of national K-12 STEM education indicators, as envisioned by the Monitoring Progress report, has the potential to help districts and states improve their practice and get better results for three reasons.

First, having national data on a shared set of STEM indicators could open the “black box” of system functioning. By black box, I mean essentially the same phenomenon Black and Wiliam (1998) referred to in discussing the black box of the classroom but at the system level: a component defined by a series of inputs (such as students, resources, communities) and outputs (better educated students) without delineation of the myriad of mediating processes that occur in between (e.g., teaching and learning). Many scholars have attempted to describe educational systems via their components and connecting relationships, developing state-level models (Smith & O’Day, 1990), district-level models (Stein & Coburn, 2007), and descriptions of the mechanisms of management (Resnick, Besterfield-Sacre, Mehalik, Sherer, & Halverson, 2007). A K-12 STEM Education Indicator System, as described in Monitoring Progress, could focus attention on critically important but commonly neglected aspects of systemic improvement that occur within the district black box, shining a spotlight on them and enabling research that tests their impacts on desired outcomes.

Second, a shared set of STEM education indicators could also provide politically acceptable justification for difficult decisions about education resources and policies, helping redirect efforts to practices that are well supported by the research literature and that require supporting policies and resources to enact.

Finally, a set of national STEM indicators would help encourage more research on answering questions about improvement at scale, which is particularly important for system leaders, and less research that attempts to answer questions of interest mostly to researchers.

Let’s examine three of the Monitoring Progress indicators to show how they might help system leaders drive additional improvements in STEM teaching, learning, and leading. In each of these cases, I describe how such an indicator could open the black box of system functioning, provide politically acceptable justification for difficult decisions, and set an agenda for future research.

Case 1: STEM instructional materials (Indicator 4)

An indicator for instructional materials has the potential to at least partially open the black box of system improvement in some powerful ways. Monitoring Progress defines indicator 4 as the “ adoption of instructional materials in grades K-12 that embody the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and the Framework for K-12 Science Education” (Committee on the Evaluation Framework for Successful K-12 STEM Education, 2013). Note that this indicator attempts to account for both the adoption of particular instructional materials and the degree to which those materials are consistent with the essential elements of new college- and career-ready standards.

Instructional materials—whether traditional textbooks or online collections of lessons and units—are part of the fabric of U.S. schooling (Goodlad, 2004). Yager and Stodghill commented back in 1979 that

Science in the school program can be characterized by one word—textbooks. The science curriculum exists as the facts and concepts that are
traditionally packaged in textbooks. The textbook not only determines the content, but the order, and the examples, and the application of that content. (Yager & Stodghill, 1979)

Since textbook content is so closely aligned with classroom coverage, Indicator 4 is closely tied to Indicator 5, defined by Monitoring Progress as “classroom coverage of content and practices in rigorous, research-based standards” (Committee on the Evaluation Framework for Successful K-12 STEM Education, 2013). Efforts to improve the quality of mathematics and science curriculum date back to the post-Sputnik era (DeBoer, 1991) and were the subject of major investments by the National Science Foundation in the 1990s (Tushnet et al., 2000). There is considerable evidence that research-based instructional materials, when well implemented, contribute significantly to student improvement gains in mathematics (Post et al., 2008; Sconiers et al., 2003; Wendt & Rice, 2013) and science (Harris, Penuel, DeBarger, D’Angelo, & Gallagher, 2014; Penuel, Gallagher, & Moorthy, 2011). There is also evidence that in general most teachers are not particularly good at designing their own lessons and produce better results for students when they tailor or enact well-designed instructional materials in their classrooms (Banilower et al., 2006). District strategies for the adoption and implementation of robust instructional materials have been shown to lead to sizable student learning gains, especially in large urban school districts (Briars, 2002; Wenzel, 2010).

The strategy underlying research-based curriculum development efforts, in a nutshell, has been to develop high-quality instructional materials that are educative for teachers (E. A. Davis & Krajcik, 2005) as well as for students, thereby enhancing student learning both directly (as they interact with the materials) and indirectly (by building teachers’ capacity to interact with their students on the content to be learned). It is difficult for a single teacher or a small group of local teachers to attain the quality and consistency of materials development possible with federal and private funding or when a networked group of teachers collaborate to collectively produce, try out, and refine a set of materials over time.

A similar challenge arises with respect to the professional development needed to accompany new STEM instructional materials geared to today's more challenging science standards (Wilson, 2013). The problem of designing effective professional development is compounded many times over when the school district uses many different sets of science instructional materials in different classrooms. Without common instructional materials, it is inefficient to invest significant resources in professional development on science learning activities, content, and instructional models that are used in only a few classrooms. There is power in both better materials and in using a consistent set of materials throughout the district.

Challenges of Common Adoption as a Path to Coherence and Quality

However, both materials adoption and alignment issues present challenges for schools and districts. Some local education agencies are reluctant to make districtwide adoption decisions, instead leaving the choice to individual teachers or schools. This can result in considerable curricular variance within the district. Whitehurst (2009) bemoaned the lack of attention paid to curriculum-based reforms, commenting that “the effect sizes for curriculum are larger, more certain, and less expensive” (p.9) than those for more popular and politically palatable reform strategies, such as reconstituting the teacher workforce and opening charter schools. At the school and district levels, there is resistance as well based on a desire to let teachers
create their own materials in order to increase their sense of professional autonomy (for instance, Ball & Cohen, 1996; Kozol, 2005) and also from a desire for digital materials that are connected or integrated on site (M. R. Davis, 2013).

A teacher-created curriculum strategy should not be adopted without considering equity. Many teachers lack the content and instructional design expertise to create high-quality learning activities and curricula, and teachers who work with low-income students are generally less qualified in this creation than those who do not (for instance, Clotfelter, Ladd, Vigdor, & Wheeler, 2007). Teachers who work with large proportions of low-income students also are often working in more challenging environments. Relative to a unified and coherent approach to STEM instructional materials, a teacher-created curriculum strategy runs the risk of exacerbating both the incoherence and the quality and opportunity gaps within a school or district, making systemic instructional improvement for the high-need students who need it most even more difficult.

Moreover, the STEM education community has not helped administrators much in this regard. The “math wars” highlighted divisions within the math community, as mathematicians and mathematics educators debated the best ways to educate children with “extreme and intemperate dialogue” (Schoenfeld, 2004). To a nonspecialist, like most principals or superintendents who generally have the ultimate procurement authority within their systems, the most reasonable reaction is to keep the controversy at arm’s length: If even the “experts” cannot agree on what is appropriate science or mathematics curriculum and instruction, an administrator’s safest course is to avoid spending money on any new purchase that will invite criticism.

What Is Alignment, Anyway?

If adoption of curriculum materials presents challenges, so does alignment. “Aligned to standards” is a pretty empty phrase—a quick online search at Amazon.com will reveal thousands of products that claim to connect to the Common Core State Standards. While there are tools and procedures that have been developed to determine the degree to which a set of instructional materials is aligned with a set of standards (for instance, DiRanna, Bertrand, & Janulaw, 2000; Porter, 2002; Roseman, Stern, & Koppal, 2010), alignment remains a deceptively difficult and expensive process to conduct. As standards reach higher and involve greater conceptual understanding for students, the challenge increases: Recent attempts have shown that many commercially available materials are not particularly well aligned with the Common Core State Standards (Polikoff, 2014), and efforts to create a teacher-driven Consumer Reports-style resource to gauge the quality of instructional materials remain fraught with challenges (Heitin, 2015).

Achieving alignment is nuanced and labor intensive, and alignment judgments depend on the definitions and processes used by the judges. Attempting to generate school-, district-, or state-level indices of the quality of alignment when curriculum enactment occurs amid the varying contexts at the classroom level is even more problematical.

A national indicator here could provide justification (i.e., much-needed political “cover”) for districts asserting a larger role in orchestrating and supporting districtwide processes for selecting and implementing instructional materials in the manner that most of the research literature recommends.

Such an indicator would signal to local education leaders the unique and important role that instructional materials play for STEM improvement.
and would direct attention to both adoption of and alignment with standards. In this way, the indicator could drive change. Availability of a “degree of alignment” metric for prominent STEM curriculum products would push the education system away from the popular everyone-creates-his-or-her-own model and encourage districts to make uniform, coherent selections of instructional materials and then support robust, context-sensitive enactment of those materials. Assuming that some relatively transparent process is established to measure the degree of alignment, an alignment indicator would encourage the procurement of higher quality materials. For districts that wanted to go a different route—letting individual teachers create their own materials, for instance—the burden of proof for showing that their strategy will lead to good results for students would be clear. Of course, concerns about scripting lessons and de-professionalizing the practice of teaching would need to be considered in the course of implementation, alongside issues about what professional teaching comprises.

At the state level, a materials-alignment indicator would also have merit. A variety of state models exist for textbook procurement, and while some states have “adoption” or “open territory” models (Silber & Chein, 2014), in most cases schools and districts make final instructional material decisions. When the state of Louisiana launched an ambitious effort to support districts as they made instructional materials decisions, the result was that half the districts chose the same set of (highly rated) instructional materials, a remarkable improvement in large-scale instructional coherence (Cowert, 2015).

Curriculum alignment data would also stimulate research. Certainly, schools and districts want to know which sorts of curricula and instructional materials are most effective and in what contexts. Most likely, a myriad of factors drive overall effectiveness, and so understanding the relative effects of professional development, school leadership, or teacher qualifications would help districts make smarter decisions about issues they regularly confront. Moreover, questions about the implementation of these tools should trigger important research questions: Which students and schools get access to better materials? When does that access occur? How do district and state policies influence the ways teachers and students implement instructional materials?

Case 2: Leadership For Principals (Indicator 8)

The Monitoring Progress report defines an indicator related to building principal capacity through “participation in professional development on creating conditions that support STEM learning” (Committee on the Evaluation Framework for Successful K-12 STEM Education, 2013). School leaders have a significant impact on the learning in their schools (Leithwood, Louis, Anderson, & Wahlstrom, 2004), and indeed it is hard to find a great school absent a great leader. Well-regarded products have provided STEM content to school and district leaders (Davidson, Nelson, & Weinberg, 1998), as well as research describing the need for content-specific knowledge for school and system leaders (Halverson, Feinstein, & Neshoulam, 2011; Stein & Nelson, 2003), although content-specific principal professional development remains a low priority for most leadership development efforts.

---

1 For details, see http://www.louisianabelieves.com/academics/ONLINE-INSTRUCTIONAL-MATERIALS-REVIEWS/curricular-resources-annotated-reviews.
Much of the need for content-specific knowledge at the leadership level builds on the subject-specific issues associated with STEM education improvement more broadly. As Spillane (2005) has commented, mathematics and science improvement expertise tends to initiate from outside the schoolhouse, whereas in literacy the expertise typically resides within the school. As such, this indicator is related to indicator 7, “teachers’ participation in STEM-specific professional development activities” (Committee on the Evaluation Framework for Successful K-12 STEM Education, 2013, p.25). But while sizable improvements in student learning can be generated from interventions external to the school, sustaining those improvements nearly always depends on the principal and school leaders understanding the content-specific decisions they need to make to sustain the progress.

This phenomenon can be illustrated by the experience of the Chicago Math and Science Initiative in K-8 mathematics. This initiative demonstrated significant year-over-year improvement in elementary mathematics achievement by using robust instructional materials, focused professional development, and some in-school coaching, but the rate of improvement decreased with successive years (Deiger et al., 2009; Lach, 2006). One interpretation of these outcomes is that teachers could learn the mechanics of the new instructional materials via externally driven supports, and since the design of those curriculum packages was somewhat robust, student learning improved. However, deeper implementation—where teachers were thoughtfully enacting and adjusting based on their students and their school context—required teaming routines and local analysis activities that depend on high-capacity school leadership. Creating such conditions at scale was not possible because of various system characteristics, so curriculum implementation and the rate of improvement in successive years leveled off after the initial success. Similar challenges arose in related efforts to improve student learning at the high school level, with evaluators commenting that “lacking knowledge of the new curriculum and teaching strategies, [principals] were unable to give full support to their teachers” (Humphrey & Shields, 2009).

Principals have complicated jobs with many demands on their time (Horn, Klasik, & Loeb, 2009). Many have called for principals to have more “control over the learning process” (Bottoms & Fry, 2009), yet given both the need for STEM-specific improvement strategies and the controversies and ambivalences around STEM education discussed above, it is unlikely that principals and school leaders will learn how to support STEM learning in their schools on their own. A national indicator that addressed principals’ opportunity to learn about effective STEM teaching and learning practices from a leadership perspective would draw attention to the critical need in most districts and schools and would give district leaders and state policymakers an additional impetus to focus on this aspect as they work to increase the capacity of their principals and assistant principals.

Such an indicator also has the potential to spur research and development on the best ways to design and implement such professional development. Professional development for school leaders could be connected to efforts to create improved organizational structures and healthy climates for STEM instruction, with school leaders working with one another and with researchers to investigate alternative school configurations, teacher teaming structures, and tools for classroom observations and providing feedback to teachers.
Case 3: Time Allocated to Teach Science (Indicator 2)

Schools and school systems have been challenged to make science a focus of improvement efforts for some time (Dewey, 1910), particularly in the NCLB era. A thorough study of science education in California showed that “little time is devoted to science learning” particularly at the K-5 level (Rene Dorph, Shields, Tiffany-Morales, & McCaffrey, 2011), and this finding has been replicated in broader national surveys (Trygstad, Smith, Banilower, & Nelson, 2013). This decline in the time spent teaching science in elementary school has occurred despite the evidence that science achievement is, to a significant extent, a function of the time spent teaching science (Blank, 2013).

For a school or district leader, increasing the time allocated to science at the elementary level is challenging. The disciplines of English language arts and mathematics took precedence in NCLB accountability systems. Despite efforts to show how learning science can help improve literacy (Greenleaf et al., 2011; Pearson, Moje, & Greenleaf, 2010; Snow, 2010), the prevalent literacy-focused culture within elementary schools, coupled with the lack of scientific expertise at this level, makes change difficult. Moreover, evidence from the Bay Area (Rena Dorph et al., 2007) and California (Rene Dorph et al., 2011) shows that teachers perceive that they spend less time teaching science than administrators think they do, implying that efforts to increase the time spent on science from the top do not always produce that result.

A national indicator that reports the amount of time allocated to teaching science K-5 would help districts and schools readjust the balance of instructional time across subjects. When coupled with the science performance reporting rules (part of NCLB and presumably continuing in ESSA), such an indicator would make it easier to apply pressure to increase the time spent on science, and it could become a rallying cry for current elementary science education experts, giving them the reach and platform to advocate for their own capacities and ability to help move the student learning forward. Of course, pressure from the top has the potential to drive increased reporting of time spent teaching science with little change in actual instruction. For this reason, it may be better not to attach high stakes to teachers’ reports of the amount of time they spend on science per se.

An instructional time indicator would also help direct attention to important research questions. For instance, how much science learning time is needed for students to achieve competence in the disciplinary core ideas, cross-cutting themes, and science and engineering practices in the new science standards by the end of grade 5? Holding the amount of science instructional time constant, what sorts of teacher and school factors contribute most to the effectiveness of that time?
Putting STEM Indicators into Practice

A common set of STEM education indicators, such as those described in *Measuring Progress*, has the potential to focus improvement efforts, elevating education leaders’ awareness of these issues (putting them “on the dashboard”) and thus the likelihood of their addressing them. Such indicators would be a means to improvement, not the ends in themselves. The evidence base varies for the different indicators—we know more about what it takes to measure and change some of them than others—and the *Monitoring Progress* report calls for more education research spending as well. But for state and district leaders, the greatest advantages of such an indicator system most likely would be the attention it would bring to certain vexing problems of practice, both to highlight the complexities of the system and to provide political cover for difficult decisions, as well as to drive additional research at the local, state, and national levels. As research focuses more on the problems that schools and districts care about and less on the problems needed to generate publications and favorable tenure reviews, those in the K–12 education system will probably learn more about what it would take to deliver the sorts of STEM learning at scale that *Measuring Progress* envisions.

Common metrics are an important initial step in improving STEM education nationwide, but the STEM indicators are certainly only a piece of the puzzle. To achieve sustained, long-term improvement—indeed, the only real kind of improvement—schools and districts need much more. In a research-practitioner partnership between Fresno and Long Beach, California, districts, researchers identified additional touchstones—including mechanisms and routines to use data, strong relationships and trust between participants, and a culture of evidence-based practice—that helped drive and sustain practice (California Collaborative on District Reform, 2012). Similarly, efforts to improve mathematics and science instruction in the Chicago Public Schools were grounded in broad community support (particularly from local universities), frequent revision and refinement of strategies and efforts, and attention to data and evaluation (Deiger et al., 2009). Similarly, a recent review of the Sanger, California, school district’s improvement efforts highlighted the focus on a long-term view coupled with a robust culture and healthy use of evidence to make dramatic improvements (David & Talbert, 2013). Educational systems are incredibly complex, and while STEM indicators can help leaders treat parts of the system less as a black box and more as a critical set of components to be designed and managed, the complexity remains. Evidence-based justification is useful for getting agencies and organizations to do something but is insufficient to secure quality.

America’s challenges with STEM education are numerous, and they will not be solved overnight. These examples of STEM education indicators point to a thoughtful path forward: robust indicators that focus on what matters, coupled with schools and districts that have the internal trust and management mechanisms to enable ongoing learning and iteration based on indicator data over time. In a context of multiple participants collaborating to drive improvement, the indicators described in *Monitoring Progress* can be an important step forward.
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